AFL's Side of Stadium Row

Union Wants Recognition From Brown & Root

"We have repeatedly tried to organize Brown & Root and will continue to try to win. We will use any lawful means to obtain recognition as a bargaining organization."

With these words Mr. Charles E. Jones, spokesman for the local AFL construction trades union, made clear his union's position in the dispute with Brown & Root.

The Houston Building Trades Council (AFL) has been picketing the Brown & Root offices since February 8 in protest of Brown & Root's refusal to recognize the union as a bargaining agent and to negotiate regarding wages and working conditions.

The union claims that Brown & Root pays sub-standard wages. Mr. Jones, the spokesman, says that the company can prove that they have consistently paid higher wages than those shown above. Mr. Jones of the AFL said he had no specific information about the wages which Brown & Root pays to a single job being done by the contractors.

In last week's Thresher, there appeared a statement from Brown & Root that if the picketing would go on longer the company would threaten to delay construction of the huge stadium, to be built by Feb. 1, and to use a court order restraining the union from picketing. The stadium is scheduled to open next September 30.

Commenting on this statement, Mr. Jones said, "If Herman Brown was able to secure a court order, he would have it put into effect before now. If we were to violate the state or federal anti-labor laws, we would expect Mr. Brown to go into court and get an order. I don't think he can do it."

The possibility of labor boycott of the new stadium has been mentioned frequently in Houston labor circles. At first, the AFL said the union would hold on to the court order restraining the union from picketing. The stadium is scheduled to open next September 30.

On Monday, February 13th, each literacy society will turn in lists of girls to whom they would like to give bids. Miss Dworkin, who will phone any girl who had an invitation for membership on that Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday morning, February 14th, the freshmen girls will register their children first, second, third and fourth, with Mrs. Dworkin, for the preceding night. Then mail the bids to the girls. The freshmen girls should receive their bids in the mail on Tuesday, Feb. 14th.

Activities Must Be In To Appear In Annual

Seniors are requested to have their pictures taken in the beginning of the first week in order to have them in time to be included in the year book. Nothing will go beyond the picture

A series of movies will be shown in the Thresher's office, under the sponsorship of the city, to illustrate the problems of accuracy of recollection and of psychological research. As the name implies, the noir-palace contains the usual large screens, and the problems of testimony and should be of interest to the student of medicine.

Hansen Will Head Engineers; Conn Is Vice President

Last Tuesday night, at the regular meeting of the Society of Mines-

Last Tuesday night, at the regular meeting of the Engineering Society, George Hansen, Senior C. E., was chosen president of the Engi-

The Union, who feel that they have appeared for the first time in print
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Unfair?

At two gates in the back of the Rice campus, pickets walk back and forth from early morning to late afternoon. On their shoulders they carry signs reading: "This job unfair. Houston Building Trades Council, AFL-CIO."

Why is the job unfair?

According to an official union spokesman, it is unfair because "Brown & Root has refused to recognize the (union) scale of wages and conditions which have been negotiated over many years by the labor movement's existence."

Let us analyze that statement.

What is the union scale which Brown & Root has refused to recognize?

It is a scale which the more powerful unions have succeeded in raising substantially in the last five years since the end of the war. It is a scale which for some types of work is more than the average graduate of Rice with a five-year degree in Engineering or Architecture can expect to make for some years.

What are the conditions which the AFL bleats that Brown & Root have not complied with?

These conditions involve the "right" of the union to dictate to the employer specific details of how a job is to be done. One of the principle "conditions" which the union is trying to force on Brown & Root is the recognition of carpenters, plumbers, and other workers as "craftsmen."

Translated into practice, this means that a union carpenter will refuse to paint, to lay cement, in short do anything but carpentry work, even if ordered by his employer.

In other words, under union "conditions," the man who pays the salary of a worker is entitled only to the particular services from the worker which the union will allow him to perform.

In a story found on page one, column one, this issue of The Thresher, AFL representative made the statement that his union is picketing Brown & Root jobs in an attempt to force the contractors to accept union standards of wages and conditions and to recognize the union as a bargaining agent.

This statement may likewise prove worthy of analysis.

An AFL spokesman has said that, so far as he knows, there are no union men working on the stadium. How then, can the union fairly ask to be recognized as the bargaining agent for the men on the job?

The same spokesman was quoted as saying that he had no specific information on wages and conditions on the job. How can the union claim to be picketing only to bring Brown & Root wages and standards in line with their own scale?

What does the union want?

— Bill Hobby.
New Campanile Policy Announced

Outstanding Seniors, Favorites Pictures To Appear Only Once

New policies with regard to Campanile features have been announced by the Campanile staff.

There will be a section of the yearbook, corresponding to the section previously called "Vanity Fair" but to be known by a name to be chosen (possibly from suggestions offered by the student body), which will be devoted to the beauty and/or popularity of individual students and the accomplishments of outstanding individual seniors.

Any one whose photograph is selected must have his or her picture appear in this section. Any girl or boy who has been selected as being a popular favorite must have his or her photograph appear in this section, except when such a person has been selected to be an outstanding senior.

In the latter case a photograph will appear in only the outstanding senior section, and the number of popular favorites will be increased by the number of outstanding seniors chosen as popular favorites.

Any girl selected as a beauty must have her photograph appear in the beauty section, except when she has been chosen as an outstanding senior and/or a popular favorite, in which case her photograph may appear only in the outstanding senior section. Any boy selected as a favorite must have his or her picture appear in this section, whichever is the higher of the two honors awarded her.

Whenever one individual has been awarded honors in more than one of the above three classifications, his or her picture will appear only once, in the section previously called "Vanity Fair" but to be known by a name to be chosen (possibly from suggestions offered by the student body), which will be devoted to the beauty and/or popularity of individual students and the accomplishments of outstanding individual seniors.

Any one whose photograph is selected must have his or her picture appear in this section. Any girl or boy who has been selected as being a popular favorite must have his or her photograph appear in this section, except when such a person has been selected to be an outstanding senior.

For the section previously called "Vanity Fair" but to be known by a name to be chosen (possibly from suggestions offered by the student body), which will be devoted to the beauty and/or popularity of individual students and the accomplishments of outstanding individual seniors.

Any one whose photograph is selected must have his or her picture appear in this section. Any girl or boy who has been selected as being a popular favorite must have his or her photograph appear in this section, except when such a person has been selected to be an outstanding senior.
These three campus scenes which often provoke comment from visitors to the campus, are typical of the admixture of architecture found here. Sallyport, pictured at the right, was once the focal point of the student’s daily life. Immediately below is a view from the Fondren Library balcony of the two campanili which overlook the campus. Dr. Houston’s home, above, is the newest building on the campus and shows clearly the trends of modern construction.

To those of you who have not yet met him, we introduce H. S. Cameron, III, the Dean of Students. He will soon be moving into his new office on the second floor of Lovett Hall where the library was located previously. Stop by and say hello, won’t you?

Life Saver Suit by Kirkland-Hall in fifteen delicious candy colors. You will like the rayon suiting material and the soft, smart tailoring. $16.95. Sakowitz’ 5th Floor.
Drama Club Honored

Saturday afternoon a most unprecedented action occurred. The Student Council on behalf of the Student Association selected the Rice Drama Club the most outstanding organization of the 1949-50 academic year. The action was taken principally by Farrell Fulton who put the motion on the floor. The honor to the club came as a result of the outstanding work done this year. So far the organization has presented a three-act play, an original skit in the Fall, three one-act plays, two original one-act plays, and plans to present another three-act play.

Maritz Graye Representative

At the first Houston Mardi Gras, to be presented by St. Thomas University on Feb. 17 to raise funds for Rice Institute will be represented by three princesses: Pat Anderson, Gloria Castello, and Marie Zapata. Bob Hope has been asked to be Honorary Chairmen consisting of a dorm boy and a town boy so that both sections of students would be under observation.

Student Council

Several changes to the Constitution were discussed at Student Council meeting last week concerning the Freshman Guidance Committee. One was on the problem of having both dorm and town students repre-

Square Dance News

The Alumni and Student Square Dance Group is now meeting every other Tuesday night in the Field House. All Rice students who have completed the Beginning Square Dance Course and are interested are invited to join this organization. For further information, call the Physical Education Office.

The second Beginning Square Dance Group will begin Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. in the Field House. In order that the staff be assured of a large enough group it is necessary that all persons interested in participation sign up in the Physical Education Office before that date. Any Rice student is eligible to join this class.

Violet Sandwiches

By Alyssa Tidley

The roast was practically empty, ... the coffee was unusually iced. He turned to his wife and said, "No, he never has been asked to be Honorary Chairman..."

The Queen will be chosen from the St. Thomas princesses. The Queen will be chosen from the St. Thomas princesses.

Bob Hope has been asked to be Honorary Chairman of the 1949-50 academic year. The action was taken principally by Farrell Fulton who put the motion on the floor. The honor to the club came as a result of the outstanding work done this year. So far the organization has presented a three-act play, an original skit in the Fall, three one-act plays, two original one-act plays, and plans to present another three-act play.
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Grand Opera Stars In San Antonio
For Music Festival

A score of top-ranking opera singers will converge upon San Antonio's Municipal Auditorium, beginning Feb. 11, to sing leading roles in the four productions of the 1960 Grand Opera Festival, again under the guidance of Musical Director Max Boler of the San Antonio Symphony.

Ross's "Carmen" will open the sixth annual Festival, Saturday night, Feb. 11. Following will be "The Marriage of Figaro", in English, Sunday matinees, Feb. 10; "La Traviata", Saturday night, Feb. 18, and "Tristan and Isolde", Sunday matinees, Feb. 19.

Singling in "Carmen" will be Winifred Heidel in the title role; Ramon Vinay, Don Jose; Robert Merrill, Escamillo; Nadine Connor, Micaela and Frances Bible, Ditera Liguerr, Dorothy MacNeil, Luigi Vellucci, Michael Rhodes and Lloyd Harris.

In "The Marriage of Figaro" cast will be James Peene, as Figaro; Frances Yvend, the Countess; Walter Cassel, the Count; Virginia Maina, Susana; Frances Bible, Cherubino, and Mary Kruse, Dorothuy MacNeil, Luigi Vellucci, Miguel Rhodes and Lloyd Harris.

Dorothy Kirsten heads the "La Traviata" cast, which also lists Giuseppe di Stefano as Alfredo; Giuseppe Valdengo as Germont; Thothy MacNeil, Luigi Vellucci, Michael Rhodes and Lloyd Harris.

Course Suggestions Offered To Students

Many students at Rice, especially those in non-academic fields, are unable to take courses in which they are interested in the liberal arts field. Below is a list of courses, with room, hours and instructors which are recommended for those who wish to sit in on lectures to increase their general knowledge.

History 370—"Naval and Military History", Mr. Craig, M.W.F., AH 105, 10:00

History 400—"Economic and Social History of the South", Mr. Mas- terson, T.T.S., AH 106, 11:00

History 420—"Medieval Sources", Mr. Lazer, M, FL 308, 2:00-3:00

Philosophy 300—"History of Phil- osophy", Mr. Tanoff, TTB, AH 106, 9:00

English 300—"English Drama from Its Beginnings in 1642", Mr. Cameron, M.W.F, AH 107, 10:00

English 300—"Major American Writers", Mr. Dix, TTB, AH 106, 10:00

Manuel's Shoe Shop
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
6132 Village Parkway
Across from New Butler Grimes Bldg.

MANUEL'S SHOE REPAIR
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
6132 VILLAGE PARKWAY

New career opportunities for you
in the U. S. AIR FORCE
as an
OFFICER AND NAVIGATOR

In this era of long range flights, the role of the navigator has become increasingly important.

The U. S. Air Force now offers new opportunities to young college men between the ages of 20 and 24½, who are single and who can qualify for such training.

If you can meet the high physical and educational standards (at least two years of college), and are selected, you can be among the first to attend the new one-year navigator training course at Ellington Air Force Base near Houston, Texas.

A new class begins each month!

Win your Wings as an
U. S. Air Force navigator...

Air Force officer procurement teams are visiting many colleges and universities to explain their new career opportunities. Watch for their arrival—or get full details at your nearest Air Force Base, U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Arrowhead Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

Other Flying, Non-Flying Careers
Aviation Cadet pilot training is also available for young men between the ages of 20 and 24½. See your nearest recruiting station, or write to the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Arrowhead Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

WIN YOUR WINGS
ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!
Basketball Intramurals Are in Full Swing; Outstanding Players Become Apparent

The situation in the Intramural Basketball has just about decided to take form. Three of the four leagues have progressed to the point that champions are in the making. In the other league the race is wide open and anything can happen.

In the Northern League (Tuesday) the Zoomers boast a 3 won, none lost record and have the title nearly wrapped up. The Beginners in the Eastern Leagues maintain the same record and have taken home the title. The Roaches have won three and lost one in the Western Leagues and look like real contenders for the grand champion title. But, in the Southern League the situation things are altogether different. Four teams are still in contention. In the other league the race is wide open.

Basketball has just about decided to take form. Three of the four teams are in contention. In the Northern League (Tuesday) the Donkeys boast a 3 won, none lost record and have taken home the title. The Roaches have won three and lost one in the Western Leagues and look like real contenders for the grand champion title. But, in the Southern League the situation things are altogether different. Four teams are still in contention. In the other league the race is wide open.

Looking back over the scores of the games played this season for several outstanding defensive performances by the Roaches. These are not in any order of the importance but just a random survey of the games. As we came across that stands out in a big way is the 188 points all over the court both on offense and the defense. He doesn't

Peachey of the Dubbs and Bill Taylor of the RAF held down the fourth and fifth positions with 43 points apiece. J. C. Prueckler of the second place Roach Mummees has spot number six with 43. The Roaches come back with a player in the seventh position in the person of Joe Wheeler. Wheeler has garnered 40 points. Spots eight and nine go to Truet of the Five Mac's and Bill Taylor of the RAF. Their individual point output is 38. Vann Littleston of the CCC rounds out the first 10 with his 30 points. Of the first 10 scorers it is obvious to notice that it doesn't take excessive height to score points. Bill Collins, the leader, is under 6 feet. Earl Bellamy in the third position is also under the Charmed measurement as far as basketball goes. The same applies to Joe Wheeler and Vann Littleston of the Five Mac's. The 60-inch mark yet has occurred many of the taller men seen around the courts.

The leading scorer is Bill Collins of the Roaches. He has scored 57 points in three games. His club has taken all three games with ease. Fred Groves of the second place Roach Mummees has spot number six with 43. The Roaches come back with a player in the seventh position in the person of Joe Wheeler. Wheeler has garnered 40 points. Spots eight and nine go to Truet of the Five Mac's and Bill Taylor of the RAF. Their individual point output is 38. Vann Littleston of the CCC rounds out the first 10 with his 30 points. Of the first 10 scorers it is obvious to notice that it doesn't take excessive height to score points. Bill Collins, the leader, is under 6 feet. Earl Bellamy in the third position is also under the Charmed measurement as far as basketball goes. The same applies to Joe Wheeler and Vann Littleston of the Five Mac's. The 60-inch mark yet has occurred many of the taller men seen around the courts.

The best team performance as counted on the scale of defensive records goes to the sharp-shooting RAF. They produced in two and three points and are making the Mariners to boast the highest total for one game this season. The high total for complete games played however goes to the Roaches who have a .500. They have averaged 62 points per game. For teams playing two or more games the CCC has the best defensive record. They have permitted only 25 points in two games.

The experienced, 100-voice San Francisco Orchestra will lend breadth to the opera. The membership consists of hand-picked artists from the nation's leading opera companies. They have stuffed that basketball for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.

The $100 seat option holders have found a spokesman in the aforesaid gentleman, whether they needed it or not. He ventures the opinion that they should determine the use to which the stadium is put. The seat holders, in this columnist's humble opinion, got value received for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.

The $100 seat option holders have found a spokesman in the aforesaid gentleman, whether they needed it or not. He ventures the opinion that they should determine the use to which the stadium is put. The seat holders, in this columnist's humble opinion, got value received for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.

The test case for pro football was the Shamrock Charity Bowl Game. It drew upward to 8,000 people in miserable, wet, rainy, sloppy weather. But: (1) Will Jack Benny and company be at every game, for the test case? (2) Will the champions of the league support a team of all-stars every game? (3) Will the weather be perfect every game? The $100 seat option holders have found a spokesman in the aforesaid gentleman, whether they needed it or not. He ventures the opinion that they should determine the use to which the stadium is put. The seat holders, in this columnist's humble opinion, got value received for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.

The best team performance as counted on the scale of defensive records goes to the sharp-shooting RAF. They produced in two and three points and are making the Mariners to boast the highest total for one game this season. The high total for complete games played however goes to the Roaches who have a .500. They have averaged 62 points per game. For teams playing two or more games the CCC has the best defensive record. They have permitted only 25 points in two games.

The experienced, 100-voice San Francisco Orchestra will lend breadth to the opera. The membership consists of hand-picked artists from the nation's leading opera companies. They have stuffed that basketball for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.

The test case for pro football was the Shamrock Charity Bowl Game. It drew upward to 8,000 people in miserable, wet, rainy, sloppy weather. But: (1) Will Jack Benny and company be at every game, for the test case? (2) Will the champions of the league support a team of all-stars every game? (3) Will the weather be perfect every game? The $100 seat option holders have found a spokesman in the aforesaid gentleman, whether they needed it or not. He ventures the opinion that they should determine the use to which the stadium is put. The seat holders, in this columnist's humble opinion, got value received for value given. In the coupon printed in the morning paper never was a column so marked an indication to support Rice in the past. The crowds that attend the games in Houston seem to be divided and indifferent to the efforts of any but a champion Rice squad, and not 100% behind that. The opinion in this article is that the people come to see a football game and that the new stadium, as the old, will be filled with people who come to see the football game.
As the second week of the Southwest Conference race drew to a close, the Mustangs of SMU were perched on top and the Longhorns were on the cusp. SMU has three wins with but a single loss, and is closely followed by Arkansas which has two wins and also one loss. Baylor is the only other team to have one setback but the Bears only have one win. Texas, the Aggies, and TCU each have been defeated twice, while the Owls have the unenviable record of three losses against a single win.

The beauty of the situation rests in that the Blue squad is forced to spend the present few days in the cellar with the highest scoring team and has the leading individual scorer in Joe McDermott who is well ahead of Jewel McDowell with 244 points to the Owls' 218.

One could easily assume from the foregoing that the Owls don't belong there in the cellar and in all probability will soon arise from said cellar. With the hard-running type of play the Mustangs of SMU have been fortunate enough to see.

The Owls defeated TCU 80-61. The Rice Mustangs, and the Longhorns defeated the Aggies—all of which is into tow, Texas Christian beat the Aggies, and TCU each have been defeated twice, while the Owls have a total of only nine points. They must walkaway. The widest margin so far has been defeated twice, while the Owls have been defeated twice, while the Owls have a total of only nine points. They must walkaway. The widest margin so far has been 30-13 by 18 points. The Blue Team had a game with the Aggies in College Station Wednesday, and tomorrow will travel to Waco to face the Bears before taking time off for mid-term finals. The next home game will come in the middle of February. It is no use for the Owl's to see.
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